
2021 has seen the Institutional Investor Developed Europe Research Survey evolve into what closely resembles the

methodology of Extel, acquired in 2018. Removal of the country research categories from the Leaders’ Board (used

to determine the best pan-European Research Providers), has meant a renewed focus for local asset managers

across Developed Europe’s main markets to recognise excellence with local brokers. Re-introduction of Sales,

Corporate Access, Trading and Small & Mid-caps into an aggregate alongside Research, has delivered a suite of

Best Broker Rankings for each market, but what makes a good local broker and how do they differentiate

themselves from their global competitors? We decided to take a deeper look at some of the successful firms in our

Developed Europe Survey 2021 to understand the key drivers and what they believe underpins their success. This

year, country voting attracted a larger voting universe compared to 2020, not surprising since last year’s survey

opened just as lockdown was being implemented across Europe, with 660 participating firms in country research in

2021 vs. 609 in 2020. This varies between markets with the largest contribution in Nordics (216) and lowest in

Austria (29).

The largest market share across pan-European country research is held by Kepler Cheuvreux, a firm formed in

2012 by the merger of independent partnership Kepler and Credit Agricole’s Cheuvreux, following the collapse of

the deal with Citic Securities and CLSA. Kepler Cheuvreux have invested in the regional model, growing both

organically and through partnerships over the last six years. Covering 1,000+ stocks across 11 markets, Kepler

Cheuvreux estimates their coverage is 97%+ of the index in each market. A team of 130 analysts across equities

and macro has grown from 75 analysts in 2015, and the firm now ranks Top 3 in Research in seven out of the 11

markets polled in 2021 - dominating with 13.38% market share across all research categories, and 16% across

Small & Mid Cap. Mathieu Labille, co-head of Research at Kepler Cheuvreux, believes that their European multi-

local approach is unique, and that the key to a successful local franchise is “providing local insights and

perspectives. Kepler Cheuvreux research is independent and truly bottom-up”.

Understanding the Key Drivers of Successful Firms 

Another successful local franchise in a single region is DnB. With analysts based in UK, Denmark, Sweden and

Norway, DnB has focused on Pan-Nordic equites coverage, with a high focus on in-depth research. With an entirely

Nordic focus, DnB is able to help their corporate clients in this region across the whole capital structure from debt to

equity, proving to be a valuable speaking partner for institutions that are looking to invest in the Nordics. Thomas

Brevik, Head of Equities at DnB believes that the key to a local broker is “insights into the local markets, converting

that insight into generating good investment ideas and being a speaking partner for clients”. He also believes that a

local broker who provides the full suite of brokerage services, Sales, Corporate Access, Research and Trading &

Execution, will have the edge. Long term partnerships are also essential to their growth strategy.



An institution that is demonstrating a successful growth strategy in the European multi-local category is Oddo-BHF.

Emerging from a purely French franchise a few years ago, an acquisition of Natixis in France, BHF in Germany and,

more recently, BBVA in Spain, Commerzbank in Germany and ABN Amro in the Netherlands, suggests that this is a

firm to watch. Stock coverage grew from approximately 400 pre-Natixis acquisition, which was a purely domestic

consolidation, to 600+ after the ABN/BBVA/Commerzbank acquisitions. With over 70 writing analysts, Oddo BHF is

aiming for a global reach with local flavour.

The view of Matthias Desmarais, Deputy Head of Equities at Oddo-BHF, is that the core strength of a local broker

is accessibility for both investors and the companies that they cover: “A global approach with a local reach…..It is

hard to differentiate against the global investment banks on coverage of Europe’s large cap stocks, but in small and

mid-caps a local broker can add significant value through their proximity to the companies”; Oddo-BHF has ranked

7th in pan-European Small & Mid Caps (on an AuM weighted basis). Desmarais recognises that MiFID II has

presented challenges to the industry and to grow in a market where the value of research is depleting has been

tough. Nonetheless, Oddo BHF have succeeded in consolidating their domestic position and expanding when they

find strong banking partners in Germany, Spain and the Netherlands. Also key to their success has been dedicated

corporate access and sales efforts for their local products. They have grown their expertise access network offering

and in corporate access, have focused on the entire value chain within a sector, offering Large, Mid & Small cap

access. According to Stephane Houri, Head of Equity Sector Research, Oddo BHF will continue to build strength in

certain pan-European sectors where it makes sense to do so.


